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Standardisation of structural and chemical properties of
graphene
Overview
The overall aim of this project is to validate and standardise measurement and characterisation methods for
the chemical and structural properties of graphene in powders and liquid dispersions for industrial applications.
This will overcome a "what is my material?" barrier for both users and producers leading to well-characterised
highly tailored graphene, graphene oxide and chemically functionalised graphene. This will maximise
innovation and competitiveness of European industries across the supply chains in multiple sectors including
the energy sector, photovoltaics, lithium ion batteries, flexible electronics, composites, consumer products,
novel coatings, clothing, automotive and aerospace industries.
Need
Graphene and related 2D materials are predicted to make a major impact in many technology areas, either
through incremental advances via current material replacement, or via disruptive changes. However, the
uptake of these materials into commercial products is hindered as industrially produced "graphene" is often
incompletely or not correctly characterised by the 100+ suppliers. This is acknowledged as the single biggest
issue by graphene companies, suppliers and standards bodies [e.g. ISO TC229 (nanotechnologies), BSI NTI/1
(nanotechnologies) and BSI UK-China JWG on graphene standardisation]. Issues include structural
determination of the material as graphene or graphite, how many layers are present and what is the flake size
distribution in different batches. Chemical determination issues include the amount of oxygen present (for
graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide), impurities and functionalisation. There are no standard ways
to measure these properties for the industry to take the material from the laboratory to large-scale production.
European industries require international documentary standardisation of structural and chemical methods to
characterise graphene validated via pre-normative VAMAS international interlaboratory testing. This will allow
end-users to compare technical datasheets of different commercially available ‘graphene’ products worldwide.
This will instil confidence and allow faster innovation and increased R&D productivity, as end- users will only
need to test a few materials rather than hundreds. These end users will be able to match highly tailored 2D
materials to performance requirements.
Standardised characterisation procedures are also required for companies needing to comply with new
nanomaterials regulations and in particular registering graphene nanoforms in the REACH register [ECHA,
2017 Appendix R.6-1] allowing reliable toxicity testing of different products on the market.
Objectives
The overall goal of this project is to validate and standardise measurement and characterisation methods for
the chemical and structural properties of graphene in powders and liquid dispersions for industrial applications.
This will be achieved via validation in pre-normative VAMAS interlaboratory studies and development and
publication of international graphene measurement standards under the auspices of ISO TC 229
“Nanotechnologies”. The specific objectives of the project are:
1. To lead and provide a contribution to the initial and revised publication of “ISO DTS 21356-1
Nanotechnologies – Structural characterisation of graphene: Part 1: Graphene from powders and liquid
dispersions”. The contribution will focus on measurement methods for the characteristics of graphene flakes
in order to verify measurements made on commercial graphene flake products.
2. To lead and provide a contribution to the development of ISO/PWI 23359 "Nanotechnologies - Chemical
characterisation for graphene in powders and suspensions" and to lead and provide a contribution to ISO/PWI
23879 "Nanotechnologies – Structural characterisation of graphene oxide flakes: thickness and lateral size
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measurement using AFM and SEM”. The contribution will focus on developing validated quantitative
measurement methods.
3. To provide a contribution to pre-normative international interlaboratory studies in VAMAS TWA 41 (graphene
and related 2D materials), leading and participating in characterisation studies focused on structural and
chemical properties using, XPS, AFM, Raman, and SEM techniques.
4. To work closely with the European and International Standards Developing Organisations, and prenormative organisations, and the users of the Standards they develop, including the Graphene Flagship, to
ensure that the outputs of the project are aligned with their needs and incorporated into Standards at the very
earliest opportunity.
Progress beyond the state of the art and results
Three essential international ISO standards will be led by the consortium and driven from early to late stages
in the standardisation process:
1. “ISO DTS 21356-1 Nanotechnologies – Structural characterisation of graphene: Part 1: Graphene from
powders and dispersions”.
This draft ISO technical specification specifies the sequence of methods for characterising the structural
properties of graphene flakes using a range of measurement techniques. The properties covered are the
number of layers/thickness, lateral flake size, the level of disorder, layer alignment and specific surface area.
The first version of this standard does not include standardised methods and is likely to be published in 2020
with the consortium providing vital editing of the final draft prior to publication. Importantly, in the first version,
measurement protocols are only included as informative annexes, as they have not been validated via VAMAS
interlaboratory studies. The consortium will run these essential VAMAS interlaboratory studies, developing and
validating these methods whilst reducing uncertainties. The standard will then be revised within ISO TC229,
such that it includes the normative measurement protocols.
2. ISO/PWI 23359 'Nanotechnologies - Chemical characterisation for graphene in powders and suspensions'
and ISO/PWI 23879 'Nanotechnologies – Structural characterisation of graphene oxide flakes: thickness and
lateral size measurement using AFM and SEM'
These draft standards led by the UK and UK /China respectively are at the preliminary work stage and have
been so for approximately 18 months. Progress on them has been hampered due to the need for the methods
to be validated using international interlaboratory studies. This project will provide this, and the consortium will
write the draft standards, launch the new work item ballots, and progress through the ISO process and submit
for final technical specification ballots prior to publication.
3. Pre-normative international interlaboratory studies in VAMAS TWA 41 (graphene and related 2D materials)
Within VAMAS TWA41, there are currently 6 planned or current VAMAS graphene interlaboratory studies, with
only 4 on graphene flakes. This project will provide the focus and drive to run 4 new studies in a short space
of time on AFM/SEM and Raman spectroscopy of graphene flakes, SEM of graphene oxide and XPS of
chemical functionalised graphene leading to validated methods and reduced uncertainties. For each
measurement technique for industrial use the uncertainties in measuring the chemical and structural properties
(e.g. flake size, thickness, number of layers) will be reduced from generally 10-50 % by at least a factor of two
depending on the measurand and technique.
Impact
The consortium will put impact at the centre from the outset and throughout the duration of the project. There
will be strong engagement with key stakeholders via the interlaboratory studies and the accompanying
standards development. The consortium will partner with the Graphene Flagship project and industry
associations such as the Graphene Council and the nanotechnologies industry association as well as industry,
standards bodies and other key players. Early awareness and impact will be via training events, workshops,
publications, social media and face to face contact.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
There are currently over 100 commercial ‘graphene’ producers worldwide, including leading graphene
producers in Europe, with an 'on paper' offering of materials with vastly different properties and types. However,
many suppliers (and buyers) are hindered due to uncharacterised material that can be more often graphite
rather than graphene or have batch to batch variations. With this project and the resultant standards, the entire
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supply chain of graphene from manufacturers to application builders and final consumer will profit from clear
material specifications and globally accepted characterisation standards. The suppliers will see a stable
demand for their high value high quality products. Application builders will profit from reliable and traceable
materials supply as well as comparability and traceability of various parameters to metrological standards. This
will further enhance the development of advanced graphene applications and will ultimately profit ordinary
consumers with greater choices of technology as well as reliable functionality do to well-specified materials
used in the products. The impact is therefore on the entire supply chain and it does not depend on the graphene
price or application hype in the market.
Once the material itself is characterised reproducibly and in a way that allows cross-comparison, real-world
products can be tailored and improved using specific types of graphene and related 2D materials. These
products include those in solar cell and battery production, composites and coatings, aerospace and
automotive products (who need strong light-weight components), along with advanced clothing and consumer
products. Transparent and consensus driven metrology of graphene will enable companies that are producing
and using graphene in these and other future applications to have a clear and sustainable business, reliable
products and a safer environment.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
Based on the projects results, validated methods for characterising the structural and chemical properties of
graphene using SEM, AFM, XPS and Raman spectroscopy will be made available to the metrology and
scientific communities via peer-reviewed publications and European and international standards. This will
create a large impact on measurement and test laboratories who will be able to measure the increasing number
of materials being produced by companies worldwide to an accredited standard. In addition, academics will be
able to better reproduce scientific results, assess the applicability of results to different technology areas under
investigation and understand how the material properties affect the performance of lab-scale products for
different application areas.
The uncertainties for measuring the properties of graphene such as flake size, chemical composition,
thickness, number of layers, etc is up to 50 % currently and will reduce typically by at least a factor of two as
detailed below. The metrology and scientific communities will have the opportunity to take part in the
international interlaboratory studies enabling them to benchmark themselves against peers, along with a
chance to improve their abilities to measure graphene more accurately.
On a broader scope, the project will strengthen the collaboration of European NMIs in the area of nanomaterials
and will increase their competitiveness and consistency in graphene characterisation in a competitive
international market.
Impact on relevant standards
Standards cannot be developed without proven and verified methodology. Normative documentary standards
are based on methods or procedures developed through interlaboratory studies and verified internationally.
There are no graphene standards currently beyond terminology and an overview technical report, neither of
which contains such verified methodology. This project will target the current gaps by leading four international
interlaboratory studies and leading the development of three international standards in ISO TC229 and IEC
TC113. This project will directly lead to the faster publication of these standards internationally and as
European standards via CEN TC352.
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
Standards in general, but graphene standards in particular, aim to provide a level-playing field for the graphene
industry where the main beneficiary is the customer – the innovative product developer and the final consumer.
Without clear standards and accepted specifications, it is impossible to develop such a sustainable supply
chain. Some previous nanomaterials have bypassed specification developments with companies arguing their
unique properties and have subsequently found low acceptance and application of their “wonder material” by
the global market.
Without this project, these standards will take substantially longer to publish and will have a larger amount of
informative content, both of which will hamper industry and lead to the possibility that companies will have
developed different internal processes. This will mean a substantial amount of time and investment will be
wasted and require further effort to rectify. As most companies in this industry are SMEs, this may mean
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otherwise very profitable companies will struggle to survive financially. This would be a substantial loss to the
market overall and hamper advances in technology.
Many industries that use graphene including flexible electric/photonics, solar cells, and various medical,
chemical and industrial processes will benefit from the well characterised graphene that will be able to be
obtained as a result of this project. The purchasers of graphene will also benefit from the confidence of being
able to purchase graphene with known properties and less batch to batch variability.
Without overcoming this metrological barrier, the potential of this disruptive material will not be truly realised
and thus advancements in many important grand challenges, such as aging population, the internet of things,
light-weighting, and improvements in energy storage, will be slower.
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